Dream design

W

hen Simon Corbally and his
team at Cookhouse Design,
York, say they offer a full
design and project management service
on their kitchens, they really mean it.
Once you’ve visited Cookhouse Design’s
showroom in York and received their
advice and free brochures, an extensive
quotation and design service follows that
literally leaves no stone unturned.
They will spend at least two days
coming up with a design – an unusual
amount of time for a company to invest,
but Cookhouse Design are keen to avoid
any grey areas.
Their process includes a free technical
survey and consultation to discuss design
ideas and installation requirements,
plus any building, electrical, plumbing,
plastering, tiling and any heating works.
You will also
receive photorealistic images
created the
latest design
software,
which
has been
specifically
developed for
the purpose
over many
years of
collaboration
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between designers and customers. It’s
fully up to date with manufacturers’
catalogues, so the designs you see on the
screen accurately replicate the finished
article.
Finally, the design will be accompanied
by a full trades schedule, so you know
in great detail what work will take place,
when it will be carried out and what the
cost is. Cookhouse Design’s installers
have been with the company for 14 years,
and are all thoroughly tried and trusted
local tradespeople. You can return to
the showroom at this point to ask any
final questions, and see for yourself the
various items that have been included in
your proposal. If you’re using granite for
your new worktops, you can even select
your own slabs from Cookhouse Design’s
supplier.
A visit to the showroom in the heart
of York is an inspiring experience. The
quality of their life-sized kitchen displays
make it immediately obvious why Simon
has won several kitchen design awards.
Choose from more than 200 kitchen door
designs, which can be painted any colour
from the RAL code number, including
Dulux, Crowne and Farrow and Ball.
Appliances are available from every major
manufacturer; they are a Bosch partner
and York’s only Aga showroom – so if you
want to browse Aga’s range before you
buy, Cookhouse Design is where you need

to go!
With free parking and a friendly team of staff to
help you, a visit to Cookhouse Design’s showroom
is where your dream kitchen begins to come to life.
A typical thankyou comment comes from happy
customers David and Sheila, whose thank you
message said: “An absolutely superb design and
fitted by a superb craftsman, from design to finish
every part of the process was done to the highest
standards. We are highly delighted with the result and
would highly recommend cookhouse design to our
friends considering a new kitchen.”
Cookhouse Design pledge to provide their
customers with thoroughly unique design and
extensive choice, with no off-the-shelf products and
higher specification models always available. Any
budget can be catered for, and prices are matched
environment, take your time throughout the project
with national kitchen retailers, but you will receive
and receive exemplary aftercare.
a personal, bespoke service from start to finish with
Cookhouse Design was founded by Simon Corbally,
Cookhouse Design. That means you’ll
who has been in the kitchen industry for 23 years, 14
always be able to talk to the same
of which have been spent running his own kitchen
person when you call, make your
and manufacturing business. He was
choices in a pressure-free, relaxed
York’s ONLY showroom
joined in the business two years ago by his son
AGA showroom Adam Corbally, the kitchen designer, who is a
qualified designer with two years’ experience
See the latest Total
with national kitchen companies, and lots of
Control AGA on
fresh ideas drawn from the latest design trends.
display
Simon’s wife Amanda completes the team,
taking charge of administration and accounts
and dressing the displays, which attract constant
attention and contribute much to the pristine look of
the showroom.
Visit Cookhouse Design’s showroom at Monkgate
in York, visit their website at www.kitchendesignyork.
co.uk or call them on 01904 626388.

Cookhouse
Kitchen Design Specialist
• A family run business with
20 years experience
• A complete service start
to finish
• Bosch partner
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